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SUPER SCREEN™
Super Screen™ is proud to Announce our new No-See-Um Screen™ with a true new 20/20 mesh. This means
that in every square inch of the screen, there are 20 lines of screen, both horizontal and vertical, making it almost
impossible for even the thinnest No-See-Um to get through.
WHAT ARE NO-SEE-UMS?
These are small, biting ﬂies that generally appear during summer months. They tend to be around anywhere
there is lying water. Their bites can be more than annoying, often painful, leaving small marks on your body.
NO-SEE-UM-SCREEN™
No-See-Um Screen™ comes with all of the advantages of Super Screen™. It is made out of the same
technological, advanced ﬁber that goes into Super Screen™ so you get a product that is highly tear resistant. It is
tough enough to withstand dogs and cats as well as other pets. It is puncture resistant with a ball burst test of 250
lb per square foot. It also protects against the harmful ultraviolet rays of the sun. It retains its color and maintains
that new screen looks for years. It contains a biocide that is safe for you and your pets and prevents mold and
mildew buildup on your screen. It is also lead free, phthalate free and meets all Green Guard Gold safety
standards to ensure our products are free from harmful, volatile organic compounds (VOC’s) and safe for you,
your family, and pets.
JUST LIKE SUPER SCREEN™
No-See-Um Screen™ comes with an Industry’s Best 10 Year Limited Warranty.
SIZE AVAILABILITY
Super Screen™ No-See-Um Screen™ comes in 36” up to 126” widths.
PROTECT FROM IMPOSTERS
Protect yourself from imposters and imitators. Look for the Gold Seal on your warranty card and the Gold
Thread on your Super Screen™ No-See-Um-Screen™ and ensure your getting authentic Super-Screen™ NoSee-Um-Screen™ built to last and last.

NEWEST TECHNOLOGY IN SCREENING.

PET and PEST RESISATANT
No-See-Um Screen™ revolutionary extrusion process creates a tear resistant screen tough
enough to withstand dogs, cats as well as other pests pushing against the screen. It’s
puncture resistance, long lasting durability and a tear strength over 300% greater than that
of ﬁberglass screen makes it the ideal choice for pet owners.
GOLF BALL RESISTANT
Prevent damage to your pool enclosure or screened in lanai and
protect yourself and your beautiful view of the golf course. Added
weight and a ball burst strength 300% greater than that of ﬁberglass
screens prevent golf balls from ripping or tearing screens and will
keep you and your screen enclosure safe from golf balls.
NO-SEE-UM SCREEN™
No-See-Um Screen™ is our 20/20 mesh size is perfect for preventing even the tinnest of
insects from entering your screen enclosure while maintaining excellent visibility and airﬂow.
PROTECTS AGAINST U.V. DAMAGE, MILDEW & MOLD
Super-Screen™ No-See-Um Screen™ extremely tough and long-lasting extrusion process
helps protect against the sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays so it retains its color and maintains
that new screen looks for years to come. Super-Screen™ No-See-Um Screen™ PVC
coating contains a biocide safe for you and your pets that resists and prevents mold and
mildew buildup on your screens.
SUPER-SCREEN MEETS ALL “GREENGUARD GOLD” SAFETY STANDARDS
Super-Screen™ No-See-Um Screen™ passes as lead free, phthalate free and meets all
“Green Guard Gold” safety standards, ensuring our products are free from harmful volatile
organic compounds (VOC’s) and safe for you and your family.
TEN-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
Super-Screen™ No-See-Um Screen™ comes with an industry best 10 Year limited warranty.
Technical Data Super-Screen™ No-See-Um Screen™
Attribute
Construction, end/inch
Weight, g/m2 [+/-5%]
Tensile Strength (Strip), lbf [+/-5%]
Tear Strength (Trapezoidal), lbf [+/-5%]
Elongation, % [+/-5%]
Abrasion Resistance
(CS10/500 cycles/with no added weight)
Weatherability, 1200 hours
Mildew Resistance
Ball Burst

20/20/ Mesh

ASTM

Fill
20.0 ± 0.5

Typical
278

D5035-11
D2261-13
D5035-95

204.07
210
58.73
57.2
32.03
34.27
No exposure of core yarn
(Exceed 500)
No discoloration
No growth

D3884-09(2013)
G154-06
G21-96
D3787

250 LBF

CH2O
UV Block
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Item Number: F70-1233 (CF19072403)

Warp
20.0 ± 0.5

Pb
Lead Free
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